


BENEFITS OF THE SCREENFILM™ SYSTEM 

Inventory Benefits 

The ScreenFilm™ System can turn $1400 of screen protector inventory into 
$70 which frees up capital💰  for other needs.


No lost sales/spillover due to not stocking the “ZTE Axon 10s Pro 5G” 
screen protector. 😂  Like Prego 🍲 , it’s in there.


Stock a screen protector for literally thousands of phones, tablets and more! 
📱 ⌚ 🎮  


No more dead stock or having to clearance out old stock that never sold. 


Two SKUs for phones, tablets, smartwatches means only two peg hooks 
which buys you more retail space for other items you want to stock. 📱 


No more worrying about which screen protectors for which models, and how 
many to stock. Takes out the guesswork of what device will walk through 
your door. 🚪 


Customer Loyalty Benefits 

Being able to provide an ON DEMAND screen protector for virtually any 
phone or tablet can make you a highly referred “GO TO” place for screen 
protectors in your area.


More customer referrals means more foot traffic and more revenue, even in 
other services you provide.


The cut and application process is less than two minutes, allowing for quick, 
last minute conversions for customers in a hurry. ⚡ 




Product Benefits 

ScreenFilm™ is a chemically-enhanced high quality Hydrogel TPU 
(thermoplastic polyurethane), whose properties include scratch resistance, 
elasticity, oil and grease resistance, and increased toughness, which 
results in less screen damage, proven by force testing.


Already selling liquid glass screen protection? ScreenFilm™ compliments 
liquid glass screen protection and provides a scratch resistant, self-healing 
layer for added drop protection. 🛡 


ScreenFilm™ is "military-grade" and is very similar to the TPU used for 
aircraft propeller and windmill leading edge protection. ✈ 


Unlike competing products, ScreenFilm™ feels like glass on the device. 
Feeling is believing.


Fully compatible with all in-screen fingerprint readers, such as Samsung, 
etc.


Works perfectly with all curved edge displays. No more peeling up or dirt 
sticking under the edges, since it instantly bonds!


ScreenFilm™’s unique dry application process cures instantly and is ready 
for a case, pocket and other normal use immediately. 


Our unique alignment layer allows for easy and forgiving alignment of the 
ScreenFilm™ onto the device. This means you can pick it up and try again 
without damaging the film layer or reducing film adhesion for crystal clear 
results every time.


ScreenFilm™’s alignment layer also grabs onto any residual dust particles 
that sneak in after cleaning the device and removes them automagically. 


SEE THE OPERATION VIDEO HERE: 

www.AxiomArmorWholesale.com


